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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. Purpose 

 
This Engineering Specification Document (ESD), in conjunction with the associated 

fabrication specifications and drawings, defines the requirements for the Support/Mover 
System (SMS) that shall be used to precisely control the motion and positioning of the 
Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) Undulator System.  Technical justifications for this 
ESD are discussed in more detail in the LCLS Physics Requirements Document #1.4-001, 
“General Undulator System Requirements.”  Engineering solutions to physics requirements 
relating to the SMS shall be addressed and discussed within this ESD.  

 
1.2. Scope 

 
This ESD defines the requirements for the design, fabrication, and general assembly 

of the SMS for the LCLS Undulator System.  
 
2. GENERAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
 

The LCLS Undulator System, containing 33 separate Undulator Segments, is the 
heart of the FEL responsible for the production of spontaneous and FEL x-ray radiation.  
Each Undulator Segment consists of an undulator, quadrupole, beam position monitor 
(BPM), vacuum chamber section, SMS, along with various position monitoring systems and 
diagnostics.  For the FEL to achieve saturation, a set of demanding tolerances must be met 
for each Undulator Segment.  The SMS is responsible for maintaining precise alignment 
between the various components contained within each Undulator Segment and providing 
precise positioning of each Undulator Segment with respect to adjacent segments.  The SMS 
also provides the ability for each undulator to be removed from its respective vacuum 
chamber section, referred to as remote roll-away capability, and then precisely returned to 
its original position. 

The SMS is composed of several sub-systems including the girder support system, 
cam-shaft mover system, and the undulator roll-away system.  For each Undulator Segment, 
the SMS is supported by a fixed base support system that is rigidly mounted to the floor in 
the Undulator Hall.  As general description of the fixed base support system is provided 
below and additional engineering details for the system are provided in Appendix A. 

 
2.1. Fixed Base Support System 

 
Grouted to the Undulator Hall floor, the fixed base support system provides a rigid 

mounting platform for the SMS for each of the Undulator Segments.  The fixed base support 
system contains two rigid pedestal bases with adjustment capabilities on the top of each base.  
Vertical, transverse, and yaw adjustments are provided via a series of precision adjustment 
screws used for initial alignment of the bases with respect to one another.  Connecting plates 
located on the top of each base serve as mounting platforms for the SMS.  Each fixed base is 
filled with sand and insulated to minimize response to thermal gradients.  
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2.2. Girder Support System 

 
The girder support system provides a precisely machined rigid steel base for 

mounting of the various components contained within each Undulator Segment.  In 
particular, the relative alignment of the quadrupole, BPM, and vacuum chamber with respect 
to the undulator must be maintained to a high degree of precision.  The welded steel girder 
support provides a common mounting base for these components, and the stiffness of the 
structure ensures that relative alignment is maintained.  In addition, the girder support 
provides mounting holes for the various position monitoring systems, such as the 
Hydrostatic Leveling System (HLS) and the Wire Position Monitoring System (WPM), 
diagnostics such as the Beam Finder Wire (BFW), and electrical raceways for cable routing.  

 
2.3. Cam-Shaft Mover System 

 
Mounted on top of the two bases in the fixed base support system, the cam-shaft 

mover system provides precision positioning and motion control for the girder support 
system.  A double cam-shaft mover and a single cam-shaft mover are located adjacent to 
each other on the upstream fixed base, and two single cam-shaft movers, acting as a double 
cam-shaft mover, where the cams have been spread apart for added stability is located on the 
downstream fixed base.  Mounted on the bottom of the girder support system, wedge blocks 
are used to contact the cam-shaft movers.  This arrangement provides the equivalent of 
three-point kinematic support for the girder support system. 

The girder support system can move under the command of the five cam-shaft 
movers with five degrees of freedom.  If the Z dimension is defined to be along the path of 
the beam, the cam-shaft movers can move the girder support system in the Y dimension (up 
and down), X dimension (side to side), and, depending on the relative motions at each end, 
pitch and yaw motions of the girder support system can be commanded.  The cam-shaft 
movers can also provide roll motion control for the girder support system.  Cam-shaft 
movers offer precision motion control without jeopardizing system rigidity or stiffness.  

 
2.4. Undulator Roll-Away System 

 
For each of the Undulator Segments, the undulator must be able to be moved off of 

the vacuum chamber section from its initial alignment position in order to allow the beam to 
pass through the vacuum chamber unaffected by any undulator-induced fields.  The 
undulator must also be able to be precisely returned to its original alignment position.  This 
process is referred to as the remote roll-away cycle and is achieved through the undulator 
roll-away system.  This system contains two translation positioning stages mounted on top of 
the girder support system that directly support the undulator.  The two stages are controlled 
in tandem and synchronous motion is achieved through motor control.  Two spring loaded 
long-stroke potentiometers, one for each translation stage, are rigidly mounted to the girder 
support structure and measure the relative position of each translation stage during the roll-
away cycle.  An electronic comparator is used to monitor these two potentiometers during 
the roll-away cycle and can stop the motors if asynchronous motion is detected beyond some 
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threshold, and the comparator can provide feedback for corrective action. In addition, two 
short-stroke potentiometers are rigidly mounted to the vacuum chamber support post and are 
used to reference the two translation stages in the original alignment or “home” position.  
These potentiometers will be discussed in more detail in section 4.5.1.  Two sets of precision 
limit switches on the translation stages are included where one set is used to define the travel 
limits and the second set is used to cut power to the motors if the first set fails and over-
travel is encountered. 

 
3. SALIENT PHYSICS REQUIREMENTS 
 

Table 1 provides a summary of salient physics requirements relating to the SMS 
taken from LCLS Physics Requirements Document #1.4-001, “General Undulator System 
Requirements.” A reference to the section that addresses the engineering solution to the 
requirement is given in column 4.  

 
Parameter Value Unit Ref. 

Quadrupole motion positioning repeatability ±7 µm 4.3.3, 4.5.1 
Short-term (1 h) BPM and Quad stability ±2 µm Appendix 2
Long-term (24 h) BPM and Quad stability ±5 µm Appendix 2
Minimum Quad motion range radius 1.0 mm 4.3.3 
Maximum duration of full Quad motion 100 s 4.3.3 
Quad center position manual adjustment range ±2 mm 4.2 
Quad center position manual adjustment resolution 2 µm 4.2 
Quad transverse position change in roll-out condition ±25 µm Appendix 3
Quad position reproducibility after roll-away cycle ±2 µm 4.5.1 

Appendix 3
BPM transverse position change in roll-out condition ±25 µm Appendix 

1, 3 
BPM position reproducibility after roll-away cycle ±2 µm 4.5.1 

Appendix 3
Horizontal undulator position repeatability in roll-away cycle ±10 µm 4.4, 4.5.1 
Vertical undulator position repeatability in roll-away cycle ±5 µm 4.4, 4.5.1 
Maximum undulator roll-out or roll-in time 60 s 4.4 
    
Stability of Standard Und. Segment Axis to Girder Axis 
distance 

<5 µm 4.3.4 

Girder, BPM, Quad, Undulator roll tolerance ±1000 µrad 4.3.4 
Max. Horizontal distance between Quad. Axis and Girder 
Axis 

±140 µm 4.3.4 

Max. Vertical distance between Quad. Axis and Girder Axis ±80 µm 4.3.4 
 

Table 1: Summary of Salient Physics Requirements Relating to the SMS 
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4. ENGINEERING DESIGN DETAILS 
 

4.1. Girder Support System 
 

Top Plate

Central Support Side Supports

Bottom Plates

Lifting Points

Gusset

 
Figure 1: Girder Support Structure 

 
4.1.1. Construction Details 

 
The frame of the girder support structure is fabricated from rectangular steel tubing.  

Figure 1 provides an overall view of the girder support structure and identifies major 
components by name.  Refer to ANL drawing number L1430401-100400 (SLAC drawing 
number 381-002-80), sheet 1 of 2, for girder support welding details.  The final weight of the 
girder support structure after all welding and machining operations is approximately 1500 
lbs.  The central support is made from 10.0” x 6.0” rectangular steel tubing with 0.38” wall 
thickness, and the side supports are made from 8.0” x 3.0” rectangular steel tube with 0.38” 
wall thickness. The supports are all 149.0” long.  Four steel inserts with 1 1/2”-6 internal 
threads are welded into the outer edges of the side support tubes, one above each of the four 
bottom plates.  These inserts serve as lifting points for the girder support structure.  An 
adapter threads into the inserts that can accept a standard side-mount 5/8”-11 hoist ring rated 
for 2500 lbs per ring.   

Next, the central support tube is positioned in the center and welded to the under side 
of the 22.25” x 152.0” x 0.75” thick steel top plate using a series of welds on both sides.  
These welds are 0.4” fillet x 4.0” long on 12.0” centers along the length.  The side support 
tubes are then welded into place by a series of welds between the top plate and the outer 
edge of the side tubes, and also between the bottoms of the side and central support tubes.  
These welds are 0.4” fillet x 4.0” long on 12.0” centers along the length.  For added strength, 
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a series of twenty-four 0.5” diameter through-holes in the top plate are used to add twelve 
plug welds per side support.   

Four 10.0” x 8.0” x 0.75” thick bottom plates are then positioned on the under side of 
the side support tubes and welded into place.  The welds are along the three edges of the 
bottom plates in contact with the side support tubes, and also between the inside bottom of 
the bottom plates and the central support tube.  These welds are 0.4” fillet x 3.0” long on 
7.0” centers along the length.  Next, the top plate is welded at each end to the ends of the 
central support tube and side support tubes.  These welds are 0.2” fillet x 2.0” on 6.0” 
centers.  For added rigidity and to reduce girder twist, two thick gussets are placed along a 
center portion of the length of the girder on each side and welded to the central support tube 
and the side support tubes.  These steel gussets are 76” long, 7” high and 0.38” thick and are 
welded at a 35º angle off of the vertical edge of the central support tube (55º off of the 
horizontal bottom edge of the side support tubes).  After all welding has been completed, the 
welds are cleaned up and the entire girder support structure is fully annealed in order to 
relieve all internal stresses. 

    
4.1.2. Surface Machining Details 

 
After the girder support structure has been fully annealed it is ready for machining 

operations.  Refer to ANL drawing number L1430401-100400 (SLAC drawing number 381-
002-80), sheet 2 of 2, for girder support machining details.  The girder support structure is 
placed with the top plate facing up on a large milling machine and clamped in place.  This 
machining set-up is not disturbed throughout all the critical surface machining operations 
performed on the top plate.  The single set-up is important in order to create precision 
reference surfaces in all three dimensions on the top plate with as little error as possible, and 
multiple machine set-ups would reduce the achievable precision.  The top face on the top 
plate, along with two adjacent edges, is used to create the reference surfaces, or datum 
surfaces.  These three precision surfaces shall be used as references for all additional 
machining operations performed on the girder support structure. 

In order to save money on machining costs and to ensure precision where needed, all 
non-critical areas of these datum surfaces, those areas not used for any component mounting, 
are first rough machined and pocketed out removing these areas from the precision 
machining operations.  Figure 2 highlights the precision datum surfaces along with the 
pocketed out non-critical regions of these surfaces.  Datum C includes all of the top face 
except the three areas denoted as non-critical surfaces, datum B includes the entire left end 
edge, and datum A includes four 6.0” long areas on the side edge.  It is difficult to see, but 
regions between the four areas on the side edge machined as datum A are also pocketed out 
to save on machining costs.  Details for one of the four precision machined areas of datum A 
can be clearly seen in figure 3, just above the lifting points.  After the non-critical areas are 
rough machined out, precision machining operations are performed on the remaining areas.  
All of the precision datum surfaces are machined to the following specifications: 

 
Flatness:  30 µm 
Perpendicularity: 30 µm 
Surface Finish: 64 microinches     
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Non-Critical Surface

Non-Critical SurfaceNon-Critical Surface Datum C Top Surface

Datum B End Edge Datum A Side Edge
(4 places)

Non-Critical Surface

Non-Critical SurfaceNon-Critical Surface Datum C Top Surface

Datum B End Edge Datum A Side Edge
(4 places)

 
Figure 2: Girder Support Top View Surface Details 

 
 

 
Figure 3: Girder Support Structure Bottom Details 

 
Once the datum surfaces are created the girder support structure is unclamped from 

the set-up, flipped over and placed back on the milling machine with the precision top face 
down, and then re-clamped after using the three datum surfaces for alignment references.  

Cam Wedge Block 
Pockets (4 places) 

Auxiliary Mounting Holes 
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Next, pockets are milled out on each of the four bottom plates to accept the cam-shaft mover 
system wedge blocks used to connect the girder support system to the cam-shaft movers (see 
section 4.3.).  One of these milled out pockets is visible in Figure 3.  The bottom of these 
pockets are milled with 30 µm parallelism to the top datum C surface, and the inside internal 
edge in the pockets are also milled with 30 µm parallelism to the side datum A reference 
surface.  The machining specifications for the critical surfaces in these wedge block pockets 
are the same as for the datum surfaces. These surfaces are used for precisely locating the 
wedge blocks before bolting them into place.  

 
4.1.3. Mounting Features 

 
After all of the precision datum surfaces have been machined and checked for proper 

tolerance, these reference surfaces are then used to locate the various mounting features that 
need to be added to the girder support structure.  A series of auxiliary mounting holes, 
available for mounting of WPM, HLS, electrical raceways, or any other needed equipment, 
are added to the outer surfaces of the side supports and to the bottom surface of the central 
support.  Twenty five auxiliary 0.250-20UNC-2B mounting holes are machined through the 
outside wall of each side support on 6.0” centers.  Twenty three auxiliary 0.250-20UNC-2B 
mounting holes are machined through the bottom wall of the central support on 6.0” centers.  
These auxiliary mounting holes can be seen in figure 3.  Because these holes are 
dimensionally non-critical, they may be added to the side supports and central support prior 
to welding. 

    Four 0.500-13UNC-2B mounting holes are machined into each of the cam wedge 
block pockets on the four bottom plates.  These 16 mounting holes are through holes and are 
machined through the bottom plates and through the wall of the side supports in contact with 
the bottom plates.  Detail of these mounting holes can be seen in figure 3 for one of the cam 
wedge block pockets. 

 

 
       Figure 4: Girder Support Structure Top Plate Mounting Details 

 

Vacuum Chamber 
Support 

Post Mounting Holes 

Translation Stage 
Mounting Holes 

Translation Stage 
Alignment Pins 
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  A number of mounting features are added to the top plate of the girder support 
structure including holes for mounting the roll-away system translation stages, vacuum 
chamber support posts, BPM, BFW, and the quadrupole, all referenced to datum A and 
datum B.  Twenty-one sets of ¼”-20 through holes, 42 holes total, are provided for the 
vacuum chamber support posts.  Several sets of the vacuum chamber support post mounting 
holes are visible in figure 4 and figure 5.  The vacuum chamber support posts, designed to 
align and rigidly hold the vacuum chamber segment with respect to the undulator gap, shall 
include fine adjustment capabilities for final alignment.  The design of the vacuum chamber 
support posts are beyond the scope of the SMS and are detailed in ESD 1.4-118-r0. 

The mounting configuration for the two translation stages used in the undulator roll-
away system (see section 4.4.) include eight threaded mounting holes and three alignment 
pins for each translation stage.  Details of the mounting configuration can be seen in figure 4.  
Three 0.250” dia. x 0.75” long dowel pins are press-fit into the top plate for precision 
alignment of each stage with respect to one another referenced to datum A and datum B.  
Precision alignment is achieved by shouldering the translation stage against the three dowel 
pins prior to bolting the stage to the top plate.  The holes that the dowel pins are press-fit into 
are machined within the diameter range of 6.315 mm and 6.329 mm to a depth of 12.7 mm.  
These dowel pins allow the two translation stages to be located with 30 µm parallelism with 
respect to one another. 

 

Quadrupole Stage
Mounting Holes

(4 places)

BPM Stage
Mounting Holes

Vacuum Chamber Support
Post Mounting Holes

Quadrupole Stage
Mounting Holes

(4 places)

BPM Stage
Mounting Holes

Vacuum Chamber Support
Post Mounting Holes

 
Figure 5: Girder Support Structure Top Plate Mounting Details 

 
Four M6 x 1.0 threaded holes are provided for mounting the quadrupole manual 

mover system stage assembly (see section 4.2.).  The placement of these four holes can be 
seen in Figure 5.  Mounting holes for the BPM precision stage assembly can be seen at the 
downstream end of the girder support structure in Figure 5.  Mounting holes are also added 
at the upstream end of the girder support structure for mounting of the BFW precision stage 
assembly.  The BPM and BFW use similar stages for precision alignment, however, details 
of these stages is beyond the scope of the SMS but are detailed in ESD 1.4-117 and ESD 1.4-
116.    
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4.1.4. Finishing Features 
 

After the completion of all machining operations, the entire girder support structure is 
cleaned, degreased, and readied for painting.  The entire girder support structure, except for 
the precision-machined surfaces, is painted with Sherwin-Williams light grey tile-clad II hi-
bild epoxy paint (#MC-56, A22) or equivalent.  Surfaces are prepared and painted according 
to manufacturer specifications.  After painting, all of the precision-machined surfaces, 
including datum A, datum B, datum C, and the four cam wedge block pockets, are covered 
with a light coating of oil to inhibit rust.  

 

 
Figure 6: First Article Prototype Girder Support Structure 

      
  In the non-critical central zone on the top plate, towards the edge the surface is 

stamped or engraved with the part number, L1430401-100400.  The first article prototype 
girder support structure is shown in Figure 6 resting on top of a transport/lifting table.   

 
4.1.5. Earthquake Protection 
 

The LCLS Undulator System earthquake restraint system has been designed to 
withstand a 1-g vertical and a 2-g lateral motion as specified in LCLS Physics Requirements 
Document #1.4-001.  An existing SLAC design (reference numbers SA3807123001 and 
PF3807123901) has been modified to conform to these requirements.  The fixed point of the 
lateral restraint is attached to the interface plate of the fixed base support system.  The 
floating point of the lateral restraint attaches to the bottom of the girder and is designed to 
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flex and move within the cam-shaft mover system range but restrains the design from any 
sudden lateral motion.  The vertical constraints consist of 1” shoulder bolts with belleville 
washers that attach to the interface plates on both of the fixed base supports and go through 
the bottom of the girder.  The washer height is set to allow free motion within the range of 
the cam-shaft mover system but restrain any movement outside of this range.   

 
4.2. Quadrupole Manual Mover System 
 

The quadrupole, located on the downstream end of the girder support structure, is 
mounted on a support with two manual stages that allow for vertical and horizontal 
adjustment.  The two manual stages, each capable of supporting up to 60 kg, can easily 
support the quadrupole, weighing approximately 30 kg, with a comfortable safety margin.  
Due to the height and stability requirements, commercially available stages were not chosen 
for this application, but instead a low profile in-house stage design has been created for this 
application.  Figure 7 provides an engineering sketch for the compact double-stage assembly. 

 
Figure 7: Quadrupole Support with Two Manual Stages 

 
The manual stages supporting the quadrupole shall provide a total travel range of ± 3 

mm for both horizontal and vertical adjustment.  The resolution of the stages is 2 µm per 10 
degrees of rotation of the positioning screws.  The stages are lockable with bolts that clamp 
the stages in place to the base once the position has been set.  The positioning screws are also 
lockable to ensure that the stage positions can not inadvertently change once they have been 
set. 

Additionally, two linear potentiometers, Novotechnik model TR-10 (see Section 
4.5.1.), are rigidly mounted to the top of the girder and provide vertical and horizontal 
reference of the quadrupole position.  Once the quadrupole has been aligned on the 
coordinate measurement machine (CMM) the horizontal and vertical position references are 
noted and designated as the aligned “zero” position.  Once an undulator system has been 
installed in the Undulator Hall the quadrupole can be checked to ensure that the alignment 
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position has not changed during transport or undulator system installation.  If the position has 
changed the manual stage can be used to bring the vertical and horizontal position back to the 
alignment position by using the two linear potentiometers as reference.      

 
4.3. Cam-Shaft Mover System 

 
4.3.1. Mover Design Details 

 
The cam-shaft mover system is the heart of the undulator support/mover system 

providing extremely precise positioning and motion control for the undulator, quadrupole 
and other sensitive elements rigidly attached to the girder support system.  Compared to 
standard motion systems, the cam-shaft mover system provides excellent stiffness and 
rigidity and far better precision motion control for such a large and massive system.  The 
cam-shaft movers used for the undulator support/mover system are custom designed in-
house to the specific precision motion requirements for the undulator system.  Containing 
five cam-shaft movers, the cam-shaft mover system allows five axes of motion freedom for 
the girder support system.  The combination of the five cam-shaft movers allow Y dimension 
motion (up and down), X dimension motion (side to side), and pitch, yaw and roll motions of 
the girder support structure. 

An exploded view of a typical ANL-designed cam-shaft mover is detailed in Figure 8.  
Once assembled, the cam-shaft mover internals are contained within the housing base, and 
the cam shaft is driven by the SmartMotor™ connected to the actuator plate through a series 
of gear boxes.  A SmartMotor™ is a servo motor with a control system integrated into the 
motor unit.  For the undulator support/mover system, a 490:1 gear box and a 10:1 gear box 
are connected together in series providing a total gear reduction of 4900:1.  Usage of two 
gear boxes in series provides a back-torque resistance with at least a factor of 2 safety 
margin against the actual load.  This allows the use of a SmartMotor™ without a brake 
greatly simplifying the control system.   
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Figure 8: Exploded View of Typical ANL-Designed Cam-Shaft Mover 

  The eccentricity of the cam shaft can be tailored to yield a specific range of motion 
for the cam-shaft mover output.  The cam shaft is coupled to a bearing, either a double-row 
angular contact ball bearing or a spherical angular contact ball bearing depending on the 
application.  In either case, the hardened steel Ring 1 is connected to the bearing and 
provides the output contact surface for the cam-shaft mover.  A rotary potentiometer 
connected directly to the cam shaft is used to monitor the absolute position of the cam shaft 
relative to the location where the cam shaft is “zeroed” (see section 4.5.2.).       

 
4.3.2. System Configuration 

 
For the undulator support/mover system, a double cam-shaft mover and a single cam-

shaft mover are located adjacent to each other on the upstream fixed base, and two single 
cam-shaft movers, acting as a double cam-shaft mover, where the cams have been spread 
apart for added stability is located on the downstream fixed base.  This arrangement provides 
the equivalent of three-point kinematic support for the girder support system.  Mounted on 
the bottom of the girder support system, wedge blocks are used to contact the cam-shaft 
movers.  All of the wedge blocks and cam-shaft mover spherical ring contact surfaces are 
hardened steel with a Rockwell hardness of 50-55 HRC.  The double cam-shaft mover and 
the two spread apart single cam-shaft movers acting as a double cam-shaft mover use wedge 
blocks for the contact surfaces. The single cam-shaft mover located on the upstream fixed 
base support uses an inverted wedge block with 13º wedge contact surfaces. 

Located on the inboard portion of the upstream fixed base support, the double cam-
shaft mover contacts the girder support structure through a common wedge block.  Figure 9 
shows a drawing of the double cam-shaft mover with the common wedge block suspended in 
space above the mover.  The two Ring 1 bearing surfaces for the double mover contact the 
two faces of the hardened steel common wedge block.  The two cam shafts contained in the 
double cam-shaft mover both have an eccentricity of 1.5 mm.  The double cam-shaft mover 
provides vertical and horizontal positioning control for the upstream end of the girder 
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support system.  These two cam-shaft movers use spherical angular contact ball bearings that 
allow a slight amount of play between the Ring 1 bearing surfaces and the wedge block 
during yaw motion of the girder support system.       

 

 
Figure 9: Double Cam-Shaft Mover with Common Wedge Block 

 

 
Figure 10: Single Cam-Shaft Mover with Split Bearing and Inverted Wedge Block 

 
  Located on the outboard side of the upstream fixed base support, the single cam-shaft 

mover contacts the girder support structure through an inverted wedge block with 13º wedge 
contact surfaces.  Figure 10 shows a drawing of the single cam-shaft mover with the inverted 
wedge block suspended in space above the mover.  It is difficult to see from the picture, but 
the single cam-shaft mover uses a split bearing design allowing both surfaces in contact with 
the inverted wedge block to move freely, independent of one another.  This configuration 
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minimizes sliding friction on the bearing surfaces during yaw motion.  Both of the bearings 
used in the single cam-shaft mover are double-row angular contact bearings that allow no 
play between the bearing surfaces and the inverted wedge block during yaw motion.  This 
essentially fixes the Z-dimension of the girder support system relative to the fixed base 
supports through the inverted wedge geometry.  The common cam shaft shared by the split 
bearing has an eccentricity of 2.2 mm that yields essentially the same motion range as the 1.5 
mm eccentricity double cam-shaft movers. 

  On the downstream fixed base support, single cam shaft movers are located both 
inboard and outboard that operate together as a double cam-shaft mover where the footprint 
has been spread apart for added stability.  This added stability is particularly important to 
minimize roll effects of the girder support system during the roll-away cycle where the 
center of gravity of the system changes as the undulator segment is moved off of the vacuum 
chamber.  Like the double cam-shaft mover located on the upstream fixed base support, the 
two cam-shaft movers located on the downstream fixed base support have a cam shaft 
eccentricity of 1.5 mm and use spherical angular contact ball bearings that allow a slight 
amount of play between the Ring 1 bearing surfaces and the wedge blocks during yaw 
motion of the girder support system.   

  Figure 11 shows a drawing of the downstream expanded wedge configuration for 
these cam-shaft movers with their respective wedge blocks suspended in space above the 
movers.  The upstream cam shaft movers are also visible in the foreground of Figure 11 but 
the angle makes it a little difficult to put into perspective.          

 

 
Figure 11: Downstream Expanded Wedge Cam-Shaft Movers 

 
  For added clarity, Figure 12 provides a view of the two fixed base supports with the 

cam-shaft movers mounted on top.  The upstream end of the undulator is located on the right 
side of the picture, and the downstream end of the undulator is located on the left side of the 
picture.  Specific details of the fixed base supports are not up to date in this picture but it 
provides a view of what the general layout will look like.  
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Figure 12: Fixed Base Support with Cam-Shaft Movers 

 
  The contact angles of the wedge blocks are chosen such that the girder support 

structure will rotate on the downstream support about the beam center when the girder 
experiences roll motion from a change in the system center of gravity during the roll-away 
cycle.  The contact angles and cam-shaft eccentricity define the available motion command 
space.  With a cam-shaft eccentricity of 1.5 mm, an X-Y translational motion command 
space with a radius of 1.5 mm is always available, however; the available motion range 
beyond this radius depends on the contact angles of the wedge blocks.  Figure 13 shows the 
translational motion command space with contact angles of 25.6° on the inboard wedge 
blocks and 42.8° on the downstream outboard wedge block.  The area outside of the inner 
circle is available motion space when the system is used in translation with no pitch, roll, or 
yaw.     

 
Figure 13: Cam-Shaft Mover System Translation Motion Command Space 
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4.3.3. Performance Specifications 
 

For the support/mover system, each of the cam-shaft movers are driven by a 
SmartMotor™ coupled to two in-line planetary gear boxes with gear ratios of 10:1 and 490:1.  
The two low-backlash gear boxes, manufactured by GAM Gear, are Nema Series model 
number UPL-N23-010G for the 10:1 gear box and EPL-N34-490G for the 490:1 gear box.  
The 490:1 gear boxes directly mounted to the cam shaft movers are Nema 34 but are 
modified to accept the smaller Nema 23-sized 10:1 gear boxes that couple to the drive 
motors.  The gear box combination is driven by SmartMotor™ manufactured by Animatics, 
model number SM2340SQ with 2000 counts per revolution.  With the combination of the 
two gear boxes and SmartMotor™, the minimum travel resolution is approximately 0.0014 
µm per step for all five of the cam-shaft movers in the cam-shaft mover system.  However, 
the actual positioning accuracy for the cam-shaft mover system will be determined by the 
linear potentiometers that measure the girder support system position relative to the fixed 
base support system (see section 4.5.1.).  The linear potentiometers are used for positioning 
feedback and the motor position is controlled by the rotary potentiometer connected directly 
to the cam shaft (see section 4.5.2.).   

The motion range for the single cam-shaft mover located on the upstream fixed base 
is ± 2.2 mm vertical motion.  The motion range radius for the double cam-shaft mover 
located on the upstream fixed base and for the two single cam-shaft movers located on the 
downstream fixed base is 1.5 mm.  The motion command space for these double cam-shaft 
movers is diamond shaped and the movers can be commanded to move to any point that lies 
within this command space.  The cam-shaft mover system can easily be commanded to move 
to any point within the minimum available quadrupole motion range radius in less than 100 
seconds.  The cam-shaft mover system available motion range is larger than that required by 
the minimum available quadrupole motion range to allow some free range for initial girder 
support system alignment.  Some of this added travel range could possibly be used if 
required in the future depending on the extent of floor settling in the Undulator Hall.    

 
4.3.4. System Operation 

 
Under normal operating conditions the cam-shaft mover system is very infrequently 

used except during Beam Based Alignment (BBA) procedures.  In general, the position of 
the quadrupoles are set and not moved during operation of the LCLS.  The motion of the 
cam-shaft mover system for different undulator systems will be coupled through software 
control such that orthogonal position control is provided for each quadrupole.  The motion 
control shall allow moving any quadrupole independently within the position command 
space without affecting the adjacent quadrupoles and without introducing roll to the girder 
support system.  Since all of the components mounted to the girder support structure are 
rigidly attached, when a quadrupole is repositioned all of the components such as the Beam 
Finder Wire, BPM, undulator segment, and vacuum chamber will stay aligned with respect 
to one another as initially established on the CMM.   

In general, the entire undulator line, consisting of the 33 individual undulator 
systems, operates in such a way that it allows moving any single quadrupole independently 
in the horizontal or vertical direction without affecting the adjacent quadrupoles and without 
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introducing roll of over 1.0 mrad to the girder assembly.  The relative alignment between the 
quadrupole axis and the girder axis of an adjacent girder will be maintained during motion 
with the segment yaw, pitch, and roll mismatches held to less than 240 µrad, 80 µrad, and 
1.0 mrad respectively.    

   
4.4. Undulator Roll-Away System 

 
As a requirement for diagnostic purposes, each Undulator Segment must be able to be 

moved off its vacuum chamber section from the initial alignment position in order to allow 
the beam to pass through the vacuum chamber unaffected by any undulator-induced fields.  
Afterwards, the Undulator Segment must be precisely returned to the original alignment 
position with ± 10 µm horizontal position repeatability and ± 5 µm vertical position 
repeatability.  Referred to as the roll-away cycle, this process must be able to be achieved in 
less than 60 seconds. 

To achieve these goals, the undulator roll-away system includes two commercially 
available linear translation stages, operated and controlled in tandem, that directly support 
the Undulator Segment and allow a transverse travel range of 101.6 mm.  The travel range 
for these stages exceeds the 80 mm travel range requirement.  Manufactured by Lintech 
Motion Control, Inc., 170 series positioning stages can support a total of 2540 kg per stage, 
and thus the use of two stages can easily accommodate the weight of an Undulator Segment 
with a large margin of safety.  These stages use a low friction, preloaded, re-circulating 
linear ball bearing system, which rides on precision ground linear rails.  Each stage contains 
dual linear rails and four precision machined carriages, driven by a central precision ball 
screw, to spread the load distribution and provide maximum stability and rigidity.  Each 
stage includes two sets of “end of travel” and “home” switches to ensure over-travel is not 
encountered.   

Per our requirements, each stage contains two precision reference surfaces.  The 
carriage mounting plate, attached to the four carriages and used for a mounting surface on 
the top of the stage, is precisely machined to a specific height to ensure that all of the stages 
are within ± 12.5 µm from the bottom of the stage to the top of the carriage mounting plate.  
Also, one edge of the stage is machined as a reference surface parallel to the axis of travel to 
within ± 12.5 µm over the stage travel range.  For each stage, three precisely located dowel 
pins (discussed in section 4.1.3.) on the top face of the girder support structure are used to 
locate the two stages parallel to one another using the external edge reference on each stage.  
This ensures that the two stages are mounted referenced to the girder support structure datum 
and move parallel to one another to minimize side loading on the carriages.  Figure 14 shows 
a picture of one of the stages mounted on top of the girder support structure shouldered 
against the reference pins that contact the reference edge of the stage.     
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Figure 14: Translation Stage Shouldered against Reference Pins 

 
 Also visible in Figure 14 are the gear box and motor combination used to drive the 
stage.  The 50:1 right angle gear box, model number RPL-H-064-050H manufactured by 
GAM Gear, offers hollow output with a zero-backlash clamping ring.  The gear box is driven 
by SmartMotor™ manufactured by Animatics, model number SM2340SQ with 2000 counts 
per revolution.  With the combination of the gear box and SmartMotor™, the minimum 
travel resolution of the translation stages is approximately 0.05 µm.  However, the actual 
positioning accuracy upon completing the roll-away cycle and returning the Undulator 
Segment to its original alignment position will be determined by the linear potentiometers 
that measure the undulator position (see section 4.5.1.).   
 The Undulator Segment is connected to the two translation stages through a series of 
support plates used to locate and align the undulator with respect to the datum reference on 
the girder support structure edge.  Figure 15 provides detail on how the Undulator Segment 
is attached to the translation stages.  On the bottom of each Undulator Segment, two 
undulator support plates are attached and pinned in place.  The edge of each undulator 
support plate that is in contact with the undulator location shims are aligned parallel to one 
another through the mounting process.  The stage transition plate, directly connected to each 
stage carriage mounting plate, includes undulator location pins.  An alignment fixture is used 
to initially align the undulator location pins relative the reference edge on the girder support 
structure such that the undulator location pins on both stage transition plates lie in the same 
plane parallel to one another and parallel with the girder support structure reference edge.  
Since the undulator location pins are parallel to one another and since the edges of the two 
undulator support plates are also parallel to one another, this ensures that the two undulator 
locations shims, one per stage assembly, can be machined and ground to a specific thickness.  
In other words, once assembled, the undulator support plates and undulator location shims 
will squarely butt up against the undulator location pins placing the Undulator Segment’s 
geometric axis parallel with the side reference edge on the girder support structure.        
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Figure 15: Undulator Segment Assembly to Translation Stages 

     
 The Undulator Segment’s magnetic axis is tuned to be parallel with the Undulator 
Segment’s geometric axis when the magnets and poles are installed in the strong back.  
Although the axes are parallel to one another, there may be vertical and horizontal offsets of 
the magnetic axis relative to the geometric axis.  To account for these offsets, shims are 
custom made for each Undulator Segment as determined during measurements made on the 
Coordinate Measurement Machine (CMM).  The goal is to locate each Undulator Segment’s 
magnetic axis a specific vertical distance from the top plate of the stage translation plate, and 
a specific horizontal distance from the undulator location pins.  One of the undulator 
horizontal location shims is shown in Figure 14 and one of the undulator vertical location 
shims is shown in Figure 14.  Placed on one of the two stage transition plates, the Z-defining 
block shown in Figure 15 is used as a shoulder reference once the undulator segment has 
been butted up against the undulator location pins.  Two undulator lifting/positioning 
fixtures are used to gently place the Undulator Segment on top of the stage transition plates 
and position it against the four undulator location pins and against the Z-defining block.  An 
undulator lifting/positioning fixture is shown off to the side in Figures 14 and 15. 
 For an added level of protection in the event of failure of the translation stage limit 
switches, two hard-stop assemblies are added, one for each stage, that limit over-travel of the 
stages in both directions.  These hard-stop assemblies are bolted to the top of the girder on 
the inboard ends of the translation stages.  A drawing of the hard-stop assembly is provided 
in Figure 16.  The smaller, top threaded rod has a hardened steel tip and contacts a hardened 
steel plate attached to the end of the undulator support plate.  This stop limits the inboard 
Undulator Segment position and is set to contact just beyond where the limit switches are 
set, thus physically limiting the inboard stage travel in the event of switch failure.  The larger 
½” diameter, long threaded rod is screwed into the end of the stage transition plate and 
locked in place, and then the nut on the other end of the threaded rod is set to limit the 
outboard position of the Undulator Segment.  The set position is just beyond where the limit 
switches are set, thus physically limiting the outboard stage travel in the event of switch 
failure.  Thus, the hard-stop assemblies provide physical constraint at both ends of the stage 
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travel in the event of multiple switch failure.  A view of the hard-stop assembly attached to 
the end of the stage transition plate can be seen in Figure 21.     
 

 
Figure 16: Translation Stage Hard-Stop Assembly 

 
4.4.1. Undulator Segment Replacement 

 
After installation into the Undulator Hall, one of the undulator system requirements is 

that any undulator segment must be able to be replaced without disturbing the undulator 
support girder and the sensitive equipment attached to it.  After an undulator segment has 
been removed from the vacuum chamber using the roll-away system, the undulator segment 
can be removed from the girder support structure and replaced with another undulator 
segment without the need for realignment of the system.  To achieve this goal, the magnetic 
axis of each undulator segment must set to a specific vertical distance to the top of the stage 
transition plate and a specific horizontal distance from the undulator location pins. 

The undulator system after being assembled is initially aligned on the CMM to 
determine the specific thicknesses for the horizontal and vertical alignment shims.  These 
shims will forever more be matched to this undulator segment and must remain with the 
undulator segment.  These shims will be bolted to the end and the bottom of the undulator 
support plate and will be identified with a serial number or other identifying mark.  Once 
these shims have been installed the undulator segment is placed on top of the stage transition 
plate, shouldered up against the undulator alignment pins and Z-defining block, and then 
bolted down to the stage transition plate.  Afterwards, the quadrupole manual mover system 
is used to precisely align the quadrupole center to the magnetic center of the undulator 
segment.  Now the quadrupole and the undulator segment are precisely aligned to one 
another and the assembly is locked in place to remain as an aligned unit.  Because of this 
sequence, if in the future an undulator segment needs to be replaced, the replacement can 
occur in the Undulator Hall without disturbing the girder support structure and without the 
need for realignment.  This is possible because every undulator segment, with its shim set 
installed, has the same vertical and horizontal location to the magnetic axis as referenced 
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from the top of the stage transition plate and undulator location pins.  Since the quadrupole 
was aligned on the CMM to magnetic axis of the undulator segment, any undulator segment, 
with its shim set installed, will yield the same alignment to within the tolerance stack-up 
associated with the machining operations.  Any undulator segment should be able to be 
replaced with better than 10 µm vertical and 40 µm horizontal alignment tolerance.        

    
4.5. Instrumentation 

 
4.5.1. Linear Potentiometers 

 
Linear potentiometers are used by both the cam-shaft mover system and the undulator 

roll-away system to sense relative position for feedback and control purposes.  The cam-
shaft mover system uses linear potentiometers to sense the position of the girder support 
structure relative to the fixed base support system, and the undulator roll-away system uses 
linear potentiometers to sense the position of the undulator segment relative to the girder 
support structure.  There are six linear potentiometers used by the cam-shaft mover system 
connected to the cam-shaft mover housings, located on the fixed base support system, that 
sense the relative position of the girder support structure. The undulator roll-away system 
uses four linear potentiometers; two long-stroke potentiometers rigidly connected to the 
girder support structure that sense the relative position of the undulator segment during the 
roll-away cycle, and two short-stroke potentiometers used to define the original alignment or 
“home” position when the undulator segment is in place over the vacuum chamber. 

A single type of linear potentiometer, manufactured by Novotechnik, is used by the 
cam-shaft mover system, the undulator roll-away system, and the quadrupole manual mover 
system.  The cam-shaft mover system uses six compact linear potentiometers, model number 
TR-10, with a 10 mm measurement range.  The undulator roll-away system uses two of the 
model number TR-10 linear potentiometers for reference of the original alignment or 
“home” position of the undulator segment.  The undulator roll-away system also uses two 
long-stroke linear potentiometers with a 100 mm measurement range, model number TR-100, 
to ensure synchronous motion is maintained during the roll-away cycle.  Additionally, the 
quadrupole manual mover system uses two of the TR-10 linear potentiometers to provide a 
reference for the quadrupole position (see section 4.2.).  Both potentiometer models offer a 
very accurate, repeatable, and reliable means of precision position sensing.  The TR-10 
potentiometers offer 0.15 µm resolution and better than 2 µm repeatability.  The TR-100 
potentiometers provide a resolution of 1.5 µm and a repeatability of 20 µm or better.  Both 
potentiometers are spring-loaded and use a double-bearing system on both the actuator shaft 
and restoring spring that reduce side load errors.  Rated for 100 x 106 movements, these 
sensors should offer long life and trouble-free operation, even with the loss and restoration 
of power, due to the resistive sensing nature of potentiometers.  Each of the TR-10 linear 
potentiometers used in the cam-mover system is equipped with a model number Z-50 
hardened steel roller head tip to allow free motion between the potentiometer and the 
hardened steel sensing surface.   Figure 17 provides a picture of the TR-10 linear 
potentiometer with Z-50 hardened steel roller tip. 
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Figure 17: Linear Potentiometer with Hardened Steel Roller Tip 

 
Of the six linear potentiometers used by the cam-shaft mover system to sense the 

position of the girder support structure relative to the fixed base support system, four are 
used for vertical position sensing and two are used for horizontal position sensing.  The 
double cam-shaft mover located on the inboard portion of the upstream fixed base has a 
vertical and horizontal linear potentiometer attached to the mover that reference the girder 
support structure relative to the fixed base support.  Figure 18 shows the double cam-shaft 
mover located on the inboard portion of the upstream fixed base with potentiometers 
mounted vertically and horizontally. The vertical potentiometer contacts a hardened steel rest 
button press fit into the underside of the girder support structure, whereas the horizontal 
potentiometer contacts the outer edge of the wedge block.  Like the hardened steel wedge 
block, the commercially available 52100 steel case hardened steel rest button provides a 
solid wear-resistant surface for position sensing.   

 

 
Figure 18: Double Cam-Shaft Mover with Two Linear Potentiometers 
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Located on the outboard portion of the upstream fixed base support, the single cam-

shaft mover has a vertical linear potentiometer attached to the mover that references the 
girder support structure relative to the fixed base support.  This potentiometer contacts a rest 
button press fit into the underside of the girder.  Located on the outboard portion of the 
downstream fixed base support, one of the two single cam-shaft movers that operate together 
as a double cam-shaft mover has a vertical linear potentiometer attached to the mover that 
references the girder support structure relative to the fixed base support.  This potentiometer 
contact the hardened steel wedge block attached to the underside of the girder support 
structure.  Figure 19 provides an outboard view along the underside of the girder support 
structure and visible are the upstream and downstream single cam-shaft movers along with 
their respective vertical linear potentiometers. 

 

 
Figure 19: Outboard View along Underside of Girder Support Structure 

 
 Located on the inboard portion of the downstream fixed base support, the other half 
of the two single cam-shaft movers that operate together as a double cam-shaft mover has 
both vertical and horizontal linear potentiometers attached to the mover that references the 
girder support structure relative to the fixed base support.  Figure 20 shows the cam-shaft 
mover located on the outboard downstream fixed base support along with the two linear 
potentiometers attached to the mover.  Both linear potentiometers contact the hardened steel 
wedge block attached to the underside of the girder support structure. 
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Figure 20: Inboard, Downstream Cam-Shaft Mover with Two Linear Potentiometers 

  
 The undulator roll-away system uses two TR-100 long-stroke linear potentiometers 
with hardened steel tips to sense the position of the undulator segment with respect to the 
girder support structure during the roll-away cycle.  Connected to the girder support structure 
via mounting blocks and brackets, the linear potentiometers contact a hardened steel block 
attached to the side of the stage transition plate, one per translation stage assembly.  These 
potentiometers are used during the roll-away cycle to assure that synchronous motion is 
maintained.  The exact position of the undulator segment during the roll-out portion of the 
roll-away cycle is not critical since the undulator segment has been removed from the 
vacuum chamber during this operation.  However, a comparator is used during translation to 
check the relative positions of both of these potentiometers to ensure that the stages remain 
synchronized so that binding will not occur.  The comparator will stop the motors if 
asynchronous motion is detected beyond ±250 µm in order to protect the translation stages 
from possible damage.  In addition, the over-current on the motors is limited to around 7% to 
protect the stages from possible damage in the event of over-travel.  Figure 21 shows one of 
the translation stage assemblies with a linear potentiometer contacting the hardened steel 
block attached to the side of the undulator support plate.  Not shown in this picture are the 
two short-stroke linear potentiometers used by the undulator roll-away system as a precision 
reference for the original alignement or “home” position.  These potentiometers are used to 
ensure that the undulator segment precisely returns to the “home” position after the roll-
away cycle is complete.  The control system will use these two potentiometers to return to 
the “home” position with a repeatability of better than 2 µm.  These potentiometers mount to 
the vacuum chamber support post via brackets and contact the back side of the hardened 
steel blocks attached to the side of the undulator support plates.  
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Figure 21: Linear Potentiometer Contacting Stage Transition Plate 

 
 For both the cam-shaft mover system and the undulator roll-away system, the 
precision of the motion repeatability is governed by the repeatability of the linear 
potentiometers.  The requirements for quadrupole and BPM motion positioning repeatability 
under the control of the cam-shaft mover system or after the roll-away cycle are easily met 
using these linear potentiometers for motion positioning feedback and control. 
   

4.5.2. Rotary Potentiometers 
 

Although the linear potentiometers are used for feedback and control of the cam-shaft 
mover system in terms of final positioning of the girder support structure relative to the fixed 
base support system, each cam-shaft mover uses a rotary potentiometer connected directly to 
the cam shaft to monitor and control the absolute angular position of the cam shaft.  The 
requirement for an absolute angular position of the cam shaft is essential for proper operation 
since the linear displacement output for any cam-shaft subject to an angular displacement 
depends entirely on the position on the cam-shaft where the angular motion is occurring.  
Therefore, the cam-shaft mover must be “zeroed” to determine the specific location on the 
cam that yields the greatest sensitivity in terms of linear displacement output, and then this 
position must be set as an absolute reference.  All subsequent motions commanded by the 
cam-shaft mover system must then be referenced to the specific “zero” points for each of the 
cam-shaft movers associated with the commanded motion. 

As with the linear potentiometers, rotary potentiometers offer long life and trouble-
free operation, even with the loss and restoration of power, due to the resistive sensing nature 
of potentiometers.  Manufactured by Novotechnik, the P2200 series low-torque rotary 
potentiometer was chosen for this application.  The P2200 series potentiometer offers 
extremely low torque, less than 0.003 Ncm, and very long life, better than 100 x 106 
movements.  These potentiometers use a conductive plastic resistance element and a single 
integrated main bearing with very close tolerances that yield excellent linearity and very 
good repeatability better than 0.01º.  The resolution of these potentiometers is far better than 
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the resolution of the SmartMotor™ that drives the cam-shaft mover, and therefore these 
sensors should provide very fine position control for the cam-shaft movers.  A picture of the 
P2200 series rotary potentiometer is shown in Figure 22, and drawings of the potentiometers 
can be seen in Figures 17 and 18.  Protective end caps are fastened over the end of each cam-
shaft mover after the rotary potentiometers have been “zeroed” in order to protect these 
potentiometers from accidental tampering or damage.  This is very important since the 
operation of the cam-shaft movers relies on the calibration established by the rotary 
potentiometers.   

 

 
Figure 22: P2200 Series Low-Torque Rotary Potentiometer 
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Appendix 1. Motion Systems Performance Evaluation 
 

In order to characterize the performance of the undulator support/mover system, a 
prototype undulator system was constructed at ANL inside of the magnet measurement 
facility (MM1).  A series of performance tests were conducted on the prototype system, 
referred to as the single undulator tests (SUT), and test results provided feedback for system 
improvements and enhancements during the design process.  In addition to the system 
potentiometers detailed in section 4.5., the SUT was instrumented with numerous Keyence 
linearized CCD laser displacement sensors in order to very accurately characterize motion 
system performance.  The purpose of the sensors was to provide relative short term data.   

For the cam-shaft mover system, five LK-G37 Keyence sensors, with a measurement 
range of 10 mm and a resolution of 0.05 µm, were strategically placed to capture the motion 
system performance at the relative beam center of the undulator system.  At both ends of the 
SUT, rigid posts were secured to the floor and two LK-G37 sensors were mounted to 
measure horizontal and vertical motion relative to a precision reference surface mounted at 
the beam center.  The reference surfaces were fabricated from 1” anodized aluminum cubes 
that have two adjacent surfaces precisely ground flat and perpendicular to one another.  At 
the upstream end, a reference cube was mounted off of the end of the BFW at the beam 
center, and at the downstream end a reference cube was mounted off of the end of the BPM 
at the beam center.  On the inboard midstream side of the SUT, a fifth LK-G37 sensor was 
mounted off of a rigid floor post to measure vertical motion relative to another reference 
cube mounted at the beam center height.  With these five sensors, all five degrees of freedom 
of the cam-shaft mover system can be precisely characterized providing information on the 
system performance near the beam center.  The upstream horizontal and vertical Keyence 
sensors, labeled XUpstream and YUpstream, along with the precision reference cube mounted at 
the beam center on the end of the BFW can be seen in the Figure 23 photo. 

 

 
Figure 23: Keyence Sensors and BFW Reference Cube Mounted at Beam Center 
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Two LK-G157 Keyence sensors, with a measurement range of 80 mm and a 

resolution of 0.5 µm, were used to precisely characterize the performance of the two 
translation stages used by the undulator roll-away system.  Placed on the outboard side of the 
SUT, these sensors were rigidly mounted off of the girder support structure near the ends of 
the undulator segment and referenced flat ground anodized buttons attached to the back side 
of the undulator segment at the beam center height.  Figure 24 provides a photo of the 
outboard side of the SUT.  The upstream Keyence sensor, labeled XUpstream Translation, is 
indicated and the second downstream Keyence sensor is visible in the background.  Also 
visible in the photo are the two reference buttons mounted off of small posts at the beam 
center height on the outboard side of the blue dummy undulator segment.  The dummy 
undulator segment is the same weight and has the same basic outer dimensions as an actual 
undulator segment.           

 

 
Figure 24: Keyence Sensors for the Undulator Roll-Away System 

 
Figure 25 provides a drawing roughly depicting the location and designations of all of 

the linear potentiometers and Keyence sensors used in the SUT for characterization of the 
cam-shaft mover system and the undulator roll-away system.  The five LK-G37 Keyence 
sensors used by the cam-shaft mover system are designated XUpstream, YUpstream, XDownstream, 
YDownstream, and YMidstream, and the two LK-G157 Keyence sensors used by the undulator roll-
away system are designated XUpstream Translation and XDownstream Translation.  The six TR-10 linear 
potentiometers used by the cam-shaft mover system are designated XPot Upstream, XPot Downstream, 
YPot Upstream Outboard,             YPot Downstream Outboard, YPot Upstream Inboard, and YPot Downstream Inboard.  
The two TR-100 linear potentiometers used by the undulator roll-away system are 
designated XPot Upstream Translation and XPot Downstream Translation.            
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Figure 25: Linear Potentiometer & Keyence Sensor Layout used for SUT Motion Testing 

 
A LabView-based data acquisition and control program was created for SUT motion 

systems characterization.  The program was used to command all motor control operations 
and record all subsequent motions as measured by the linear potentiometers and Keyence 
sensors.  Figure 26 provides a snapshot image of the data acquisition and control program’s 
general user interface.  In general, the program was primarily used to perform long-term 
cyclic motion tests for characterization of both the cam-shaft mover system and the 
undulator roll-away system.  Unlike the actual EPICS-based control program that will be 
developed for the LCLS undulator systems, this program uses no feedback from any of the 
measurement sensors for positioning control.  Cyclic motion tests were performed “blind”, 
that is with no feedback from any of the sensors, purely driven by motor commands with no 
positioning iterations.  Therefore, these tests represent a highly conservative “worst case” 
performance scenario where repeated cyclic motion is demanded uncorrected, without 
positioning control feedback from the sensors.  Typical cyclic motion tests were conducted 
during off hours in the MM1 facility over a 6-14 hour period depending on the range of 
motion, overnight when there was little or no activity, and generally consist of around 500 
repeated motion cycles.  
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Figure 26: SUT Data Acquisition and Control Program 

 
Primarily, two types of motion tests are conducted to characterize each degree of 

motion freedom: “repeatability” tests and “backlash” tests.  “Repeatability” tests provide 
cyclic positioning repeatability without the influence of backlash associated with the motors 
and gear box combinations.  With these tests, from a start position the motion system is 
commanded to move to an end position, reverse motion, and then return to the start position.  
This cycle is then repeated for the duration of the test, typically 500 motion cycles.  
“Backlash” tests provide cyclic positioning repeatability with the influences of backlash 
associated with the motors and gear box combinations included in the measurement.  From a 
start position, the motion system is commanded to move to a positive end position, reverse 
motion, return to the start position and continue motion until a negative end position is 
reached, then finally reverse motion and return to the start position.  The positive and 
negative end positions are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign.  As with the 
“repeatability” tests, this cycle is then repeated for the duration of the test, typically 500 
cycles.  These two test cycles are visually described in Figure 27.          
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Figure 27: Description of "Repeatability" and "Backlash" Motion Tests 

 
To illustrate how “repeatability” and “backlash” are extracted from a typical data set, 

Figure 28 provides several plots from a set of Y-translation cyclic motion tests.  The Y-axes 
are in microns and the X-axes are number of cycles with approximately 500 motion cycles 
taken over a 12 hour period for both of the tests.  The upper left-hand plot illustrates a 
measure of “backlash” taking the band of data spread about the start position of the motion 
test.  The bottom two plots show how a measure of “repeatability” is extracted from the data 
set.  The lower left-hand plot is the original data and the lower right-hand plot expands the 
scale about the start position and the “repeatability” is taken to be the band of data spread 
about this position.  The concept of short-term and long-term “stability” can also be 
extracted from the “backlash” plot by noting the change in position relative to a change in 
time.  Long-term “stability” is taken to be the change in position over the entire test cycle, 
and short-term “stability” is taken to be the change in position over a several hour interval.  
Unfortunately, the MM1 facility lacks adequate temperature control relative to the LCLS 
Undulator Hall temperature specifications with temperature fluctuation of ±1.5°C possible 
over the duration of the test, and therefore the measures of “stability” also include these 
effects. 
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Figure 28: Graphical Illustration of "Repeatability", "Backlash", and "Stability" 
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Appendix 2. Cam-Shaft Mover System Performance 
 

Tests were performed to characterize all five degrees of freedom of the cam-shaft 
mover system including X-translation, Y-translation, Pitch-motion, Roll-motion, and Yaw-
motion.  There were a few differences in the SUT system configuration relative to the design 
presented in section 4.3.  Each cam-shaft mover was equipped with a 10:1 and a 250:1 gear 
box combination, providing a total gear reduction of 2500:1 instead of the 4900:1 gear 
reduction that will be used in the actual design.  The girder support structure was an original 
prototype where the rectangular steel tubing had 0.25” wall thickness instead of the 0.38” 
wall thickness as detailed in section 4.1.1.  The two central gussets were also not present on 
the SUT girder support structure.   

For each cyclic motion test there are twelve plots associated with the data: the five 
Keyence sensors, six linear potentiometers, and one plot for average temperature.  Thus, 
there are a total of 24 plots associated with the combination of the “repeatability” test and 
“backlash” test for a given degree of freedom of motion testing. Figure 29 shows the twelve 
plots associated with a 500 cycle X-translation cyclic motion “repeatability” test with a 
travel range of 500 µm.  Except for the temperature plot, all of the Y-axes are in microns and 
the X-axes are all number of cycles, with a total testing time of approximately 10 hours.  In 
these plots, the axes have been expanded about the start position for all of the sensors 
measuring X-displacement since this is an X-translation test.  This would include the two 
Keyence sensors and the two linear potentiometers measuring X-displacement.  It is 
interesting to note that data for all five of the Keyence sensors show trends that track with 
the room temperature fluctuations, particularly the temperature spike that occurred in the 
later part of the test.  Though still present, the linear potentiometers show much less 
temperature sensitivity as would be expected since these sensors are local to the fixed base 
supports and girder, whereas; the Keyence sensors are measuring position changes near the 
beam center height and location. 
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Figure 29: "Repeatability" Plots for 500 micron X-Translation Motion Test 
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Figure 30 shows the twelve plots associated with a 500 cycle X-translation cyclic 

motion “backlash” test with a travel range of ±500 µm.  Except for the temperature plot, all 

Figure 30: "Backlash" Plots for 500 micron X-Translation Motion Test
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of the Y-axes are in microns and the X-axes are all number of cycles, with a total testing 
time of approximately 10 hours.  Short-term and long-term “stability data is taken from the 
linear potentiometers measuring X-dimension displacement since this will be the feedback 
available in actual operation.  Figure 31 provides an overall summary of the combined 
“repeatability” and “backlash” test data for X-translation cyclic motion testing with a travel 
range of 500 µm (±500 µm for the “backlash” test).  

 
Similarly, Figure 32 provides an overall summary of the combined test data for Y-

translation cyclic motion testing with a travel range of 500 µm.  There were 500 total cycles 
performed during both of these tests.   

 

 
Figure 32: 500 Cycle Y-Translation Tests with 500 micron Travel Range 

 
For the Pitch, Roll and Yaw-motion tests, data is presented in the same fashion with 

“repeatability” and “backlash” data represented in terms of horizontal and vertical 
displacement changes rather than in terms of angular displacement changes.  Figure 33 
provides an overall summary of the combined test data for Pitch cyclic motion testing with a 
vertical travel range of 500 µm.  As before, the total number of cycles is 500 for both tests. 

 
 
 

Figure 31:  500 Cycle X-Translation Tests with 500 micron Travel Range 
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Figure 34 provides an overall summary of the combined test data for Roll cyclic 

motion testing with a vertical travel range of 500 µm and 500 total cycles for both of the 
tests. 
 

 
Figure 34: 500 Cycle Roll-Motion Tests with 500 micron Vertical Travel Range 

 
An overall summary of the combined test data for Yaw cyclic motion testing with a 

horizontal travel range of 400 µm and 500 total cycles for both of the tests is provide in 
Figure 35. 

 

 
Figure 35: 500 Cycle Yaw-Motion Tests with 400 micron Horizontal Travel Range 

Figure 33: 500 Cycle Pitch-Motion Tests with 500 micron Vertical Travel Range 
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To illustrate the influence of a longer travel range, Figure 36 provides an overall 

summary of the combined “repeatability” and “backlash” test data for X-translation cyclic 
motion testing with a travel range of 2000 µm (±2000 µm for the “backlash” test).  The 
results are only marginally worse than those obtained from the X-translation cyclic motion 
testing with a travel range of 500 µm.  The stability is actually better for the 2000 µm travel 
range tests but this is solely because a large temperature spike did not occur during these 
tests as it did during the 500 µm travel range tests. 
  

 
Figure 36:  500 Cycle X-Translation Tests with 2000 micron Travel Range 

 
In contrast, to illustrate the performance for a short travel range, Figure 37 provides 

an overall summary of the combined “repeatability” and “backlash” test data for X-
translation cyclic motion testing with a travel range of 10 µm (±10 µm for the “backlash” 
test).  The results are much better than the longer motion-range X-translation cyclic motion 
tests.  Part of the reason for the better results is that there was less influence on the data from 
external error sources such a temperature fluctuations due to the shorter testing time required 
to complete the 500 motion cycles. 
 

 
Figure 37: 500 Cycle X-Translation Tests with 10 Micron Travel Range 

 
The cam-shaft mover system motion performance results look excellent for all five 

degrees of freedom despite the fact that the gear reduction used in the SUT was nearly half that 
used in the actual design.  With the actual 4900:1 gear reduction and a much stiffer and more 
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twist-resistant girder support structure, the motion performance results should be even better.  
Also, it should be restated that these results are completely uncorrected with no control 
feedback from any of the positioning sensors.  Unlike the actual system, all motions were purely 
driven by motor commands with no positioning iterations.  The actual cam-shaft mover system 
should be able to move beam center line to any location within the command space to within 2 
µm in two iterations or less.    
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Appendix 3. Undulator Roll-Away System Performance 
 

Tests were performed on the SUT to characterize the motion performance of the 
undulator roll-away system.  There were a few differences in the SUT system configuration 
relative to the design presented in section 4.4.  At the time testing was conducted on the SUT, 
the two TR-10 short-stroke potentiometers used for reference of the original alignment 
position or “home” position of the undulator segment, as detailed in 4.5.1., had not yet been 
added into the system.  Therefore, the two TR-100 long-stroke potentiometers were used not 
only ensure synchronous motion is maintained during the roll-away cycle, but they were also 
used as a reference for the “home” position.  Additionally, the electronic comparator used to 
ensure synchronous motion during the roll-away cycle, detailed in section 4.5.1., had not yet 
been implemented in the SUT.  Instead, the comparison was done through software using the 
LabView-based data acquisition and control program.   

       Figure 38 shows the results of a cyclic motion test with a translation stage travel 
range of ±2 mm.  The exact undulator segment position after the roll-out portion of the roll-
away cycle is not critical, and therefore a small travel range was chosen to allow for more 
cycles and to represent the “home” positioning repeatability with the existing system.  The 
test was conducted overnight and consists of around 700 cycles.  The top two plots present 
the upstream and downstream Keyence sensor data and the bottom two plots present the 
upstream and downstream long-stroke potentiometer data.  The occasional data scatter 
present in the TR-100 linear potentiometer plots is the reason that two TR-10 short-stroke 
potentiometers have been added to the system design.  This data scatter will be on the order 
of ten times less using the two short-stroke potentiometers for reference of the “home” 
position.   

In general, the “repeatability” is around 4 µm or better.  If based upon the Keyence 
sensors, the “backlash” is around 8 µm whereas, if based upon the long-stroke 
potentiometers the “backlash” is around 15-20 µm.   If the data scatter in the potentiometer 
plots were eliminated the backlash would be on the order of 5 µm based upon the bulk of the 
data located in the center band.  The reason that the Keyence sensor “backlash” is larger than 
this is that the Keyence sensors are measuring the position at the beam center height whereas 
the potentiometers are local to the translation stages.  As the undulator segment is moved 
during the roll-away cycle the weight distribution on the stages changes causing some slight 
tilting of the stages from end to end.  When the short-stroke potentiometers are added to the 
system, the “home” position “repeatability” will be on the order of 2 µm or better.      
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Figure 38: Undulator Roll-Away System Translation with ±2 mm. Motion 


